Proposed Organizational Structure:

Arizona State Board of Education

- Decision-making body for Standards

Standards Development Committee of 17

- Approves decisions and drafts presented by the Standards Subcommittees prior to Board presentations and final adoption.

English Language Arts Standards Subcommittee of 15

- (Decision Making Body/Open Meetings)
- Approves standards revision decisions and represents thoughts of grade-level work groups.

ELA Standards Review and Revision Work Groups

- Fluid groups of diverse grade level content experts responsible for creating working drafts.

Mathematics Standards Subcommittee of 15

- (Decision Making Body/Open Meetings)
- Approves standards revision decisions and represents thoughts of grade-level work groups.

Math Standards Review and Revision Work Groups

- Fluid groups of diverse grade level content experts responsible for creating working drafts.

Public feedback, current research, professional experience and knowledge informs revisions to drafts.